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Abstract
Germanene nanoribbons, with buckled structures, exhibit unique electronic prop-
erties. The complicated relations among the quantum confinement, the spin-orbital
coupling, the magnetic quantization, and the electric field dominate quantum numbers,
energy dispersions, energy gap, state degeneracy, and wave functions. Such mech-
anisms can diversify spatial charge distributions and spin configurations on distinct
sublattices. There exist the spin-split quasi-Landau levels and the valley-dependent
asymmetric energy spectrum in a composite electric and magnetic field, manly owing
to the destruction of z=0 mirror symmetry. The rich electronic structures are revealed
in density of states as a lot of special structures. The predicted results could be directly
verified by the scanning tunneling spectroscopy.
Keywords :germanene nanoribbons, electronic properties, spin-orbit coupling, Landau
level
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1. Introduction
The layered group-IV condensed-matter systems have attracted considerable at-
tention in the fields of physics, materials science and chemistry, mainly owing to the
nano-scaled thickness and hexagonal symmetry [1-11]. They have high potentials
for the near-future technological applications, e.g., nano-electronics [12,13], optoelec-
tronics [14,15] and energy storage [16,17]. Graphene [18], silicene [19-21], germanene
[22-24] and tinene [25] have been successfully synthesized on distinct substrates, such
as, C on SiC surface [18], Si on Ag(111), Ir(111) and ZrB2 surfaces [19-21], Ge on
Pt(111), Au(111) and Al(111) surfaces [22-24], and Sn on Bi2Te3 surface [25]. Mono-
layer graphene exhibits a planar structure with strong σ bondings. The others have
low-buckled structures arising from the competition of sp2 and sp3 bondings; further-
more, they possess the significant spin-orbital coupling (SOC) [1-6]. The SOC will
play an important role in low-lying energy bands of Si, Ge and Sn. The essential
physical properties can be easily tuned by changing the dimensionality and applying
the magnetic and electric fields. A 1D nanoribbon could be regarded as a 2D layer
cut along the longitudinal direction. This work is focused on the feature-rich elec-
tronic properties of 1D nanoribbons, especially for the unique magnetic quantization.
Germanene nanoribbons are chosen as a model study because of the low-energy (π,
2
π∗) bands and the non-negligible SOC. The dependence on the finite-size effect, the
SOC and the external fields is investigated in detail. A detailed comparison with
graphene nanoribbons is also made.
A lot of theoretical [11,26-30] and experimental [31-35] studies have been done for
the electronic properties of graphene nanoribbons. The 1D energy bands are mainly
determined by the finite width (W) and the edge structure, e.g., the W-dependent
energy gap (Eg) in armchair systems and the partial flat bands in zigzag systems
[27,28,30]. They could be dramatically changed by a uniform perpendicular mag-
netic field (Bz zˆ), while the magnetic length is comparable to the ribbon width. The
competition between the quantum confinement and the magnetic quantization can
create the coexistent quasi-Landau levels (QLLs) and parabolic dispersions in band
structures [9,27]. The electronic properties of germanene nanoribbons are expected
to be greatly diversified by the buckled structure and the SOC; that is, there exist
certain important differences between germanene and graphene nanoribbons.
The tight-binding model, with the 4pz orbitals, is used to investigate the low-
energy electronic properties of germanene nanoribbons. The effects due to the com-
plicated relations among the quantum confinement, the SOC, and the magnetic and
electric fields are explored in detail. This work shows that the unique electronic prop-
erties are revealed in energy dispersions, energy gaps, state degeneracy, spatial charge
distributions, and spin configurations. Such features are quite different between ger-
manene and graphene nanoribbons. Moreover, the four mechanisms can create three
kinds of wave functions and two types of spin states. The rich electronic energy
spectra are directly reflected in many special structures of density of states (DOS).
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They could be examined by the experimental measurements of scanning tunneling
spectroscopy (STS) [36-40].
2. The Peierls tight-binding model
A zigzag germanene ribbon (ZGR), as shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), is chosen
for a model study. A ZGR has two sublattices composed of Ge atoms at A and B
sites, respectively. The sublattice distance in the buclked structure is 2ℓ=0.66 A˚.
The period of the lattice along the x-axis is Ix=4.02 A˚, and the first Brillouin zone
is defined by −1 ≤ kx ≤ 1 in the unit of π/Ix. The ribbon width is characterized by
the number of zigzag lines along the y-direction, and a primitive unit cell has 2Ny
Ge atoms. The low-energy physical properties, even with the SOC, are dominated
the 4pz orbitals, e.g., the π-electronic structure. The Hamiltonian built from the
4pz-orbital tight-binding functions is given by [3,4]
H = − ∑
〈i,j〉α
γ0c
+
iαcjα + i
λso
3
√
3
∑
〈〈i,j〉〉αβ
νi,jc
+
iασ
z
αβcjβ
+i2λR
3
∑
〈〈i,j〉〉αβ
µi,jc
+
iα(
−→σ × dˆij)zαβcjβ +
∑
iα
Uic
+
iα
ciα ,
(1)
where c+iα (cjα) is a creation (annihilation) operator of an electron with spin po-
larization α at the i site. The parameters γ0=1.04 eV, λso=43 meV, and λR=10.7
meV [3] are associated with the nearest-neighbor atomic interaction, the effective
spin-orbit coupling, and the intrinsic Rashba SOC, respectively. The sum considers
all pairs of the nearest neighbor (〈i, j〉) and next-nearest neighbor (〈〈i, j〉〉). The first
term in Eq. (1) is kinetic energy. The second term represents the effective SOC,
where −→σ = (σx, σy, σz) is the vector of Pauli matrix, with νi,j=+1 (−1) for the anti-
clockwise (clockwise) next-nearest-neighbor interaction as referring to the direction
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of +zˆ. dˆij in the third term is an unit vector connecting the same sublattice at the
i and j sites, and µi,j=+1 (−1) is used for sublattice A (B). In the fourth term, Ui=
+eEzℓ (−eEzℓ) is the Coulomb potential energy of sublattice at A (B) site, owing to
a perpendicular external electric field Ez zˆ. The Bloch wave function is expressed as:
|ψc,v〉 =
Ny∑
m=1
a↑m
∣∣∣A↑m
〉
+ b↑m
∣∣∣B↑m
〉
+ a↓m
∣∣∣A↓m
〉
+ b↓m
∣∣∣B↓m
〉
, (2)
where c and v, respectively, correspond to the conduction and valence states.
|A↑,↓m 〉 (|B↑,↓m 〉) is the tight-binding function associated with the periodic Am (Bm)
atom with a specific spin configuration. The superscripts, ↑ and ↓, represent the
atoms in the spin-up and spin-down states, respectively. When a ZGR is sub-
jected to B=Bz zˆ, an extra Peierls phase ∆Gij characterized by the vector potential
A=−Bzyxˆ is introduced in the Hamiltonian matrix elements between the sites Ri
and Rj . The hopping parameter γ0 in Eq. (1) is thus transformed into γ0(Bz) =
γ0 exp i[∆Gij ]. The Peierls phase ∆Gij takes the form of
2pi
φ0
∫Rj
Ri
A·dl, where flux quan-
tum φ0 =
hc
e
. The Hermitian magnetic Hamiltonian matrix built from the subspaces
spanned by the tight-binding functions in the sequence of {|A↑1〉, |B↑1〉, |A↓1〉, |B↓1〉, · ·
·, |A↑m〉, |B↑m〉, |A↓m〉, |B↓m〉, · · ·, |A↑Ny〉, |B↑Ny〉, |A↓Ny〉; |B↓Ny〉} has a band-like form [10]
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H =


H1,1 H1,2
H2,1 H2,2
. . . 0
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . Hm,m Hm,m+1
0 Hm+1,m Hm+1,m+1
. . .
. . .
. . .
.


(3)
The Hamiltonian matrix in Eq. (3) is composed of the non-vanishing Ny 4 ×
4 block matrices, in which the two independent matrices are Hm,m and Hm,m+1.
Furthermore, all other elements of the Hamiltonian matrix are zeros. The non-zero
matrix elements include
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[Hm,m]11
= 2t2 sin{kxIx}+ eEzℓ
[Hm,m]33
= −2t2 sin{kxIx}+ eEzℓ
[Hm,m]12 = [Hm,m]34
= 2γ0 cos{kxIx2 − piφφ0 (m−
Ny+1
2
)}
[Hm,m]13
= 2it1 sin{kxIx}
[Hm,m]22
= −2t2 sin{kxIx} − eEzℓ
[Hm,m]44
= 2t2 sin{kxIx} − eEzℓ
[Hm,m]24
= −2it1 sin{kxIx}


for1 ≤ m ≤ Ny, (4)
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[Hm,m+1]11 = −[Hm,m+1]33
= −2t2 sin{kxIx2 }
[Hm,m+1]13 = −[Hm,m+1]24
= −it1[
√
3 cos{kxIx
2
} − sin{kxIx
2
}]
[Hm,m+1]21 = [Hm,m+1]43 = γ0
[Hm,m+1]22 = −[Hm,m+1]44
= 2t2 sin{kxIx2 }
[Hm,m+1]31 = −[Hm,m+1]42
= −it1[
√
3 cos{kxIx
2
}+ sin{kxIx
2
}]


for1 ≤ m ≤ Ny, (5)
where the parameters are t2 =
λso
3
√
3
and t1 =
2λR
3
. By solving the Hamiltonian
matrix, the energy dispersion Ec,v and the wave function ψc,v are obtained.
3. Magneto-electronic properties
The electronic structure has the band-edge states situated at K=kx=2/3 and
K′=kx=4/3, as shown in Fig. 2(a). That is to say, it exhibits two degenerate valleys.
All energy bands have parabolic dispersions except two subbands neatest to the
Fermi level (EF=0). Without the SOC, the energy spacing two neighboring subbands
decreases with the increase of state energy, owing to the quantum-confinement effect.
Specifically, the nc = 0 and nv = 0 subbands are dispersionless and degenerate at
EF . Two partially flat bands are composed of the localized edge states in the range
of 2
3
< kx < 1. On the other hand, the band structure is drastically changed by the
SOC, as indicated in Fig. 2(b). The subband spacing has no simple relation with nc
and nv. When the state energy increases, the subband spacing first grows, and then
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declines at higher energy. The nc = 0 and nv = 0 subbands do not merge together
within a certain range of kx; furthermore, they vary from the partially flat bands to
the slightly distorted linear bands intersecting at kx = 1.
If a ZGR is subjected to a uniform perpendicular magnetic field, the electronic
states with close energies will flock together. Whether the quasi-Landau levels (QLLs)
come to exist is determined by the competition between the magnetic quantization
and the quantum-confinement effect. As to a Ny=150 ZGR, the lower-n
c,v QLLs are
formed in the valence and conduction states at Bz=15 T (Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)), since
their magnetic lengths are smaller than the ribbon width. With the increment of state
energy, the QLLs will disappear gradually, and the quantum confinement becomes
dominant. It is also noticed that the two nc,v=o subbands are further split into
the spin-dependent four subbands, namely the (nc↓=0,n
c
↑e=0,n
v
↓e=0,n
v
↑=0) subbands
(identified from wave functions in Fig. 6). The subscript e represents the edge state.
Such bands have the unusual energy dispersions associated with the regular LL states
or the localized edge states. Moreover, they determine a small direct gap Eg=6.3 meV
near the zone boundary (Fig. 3(b)), depending on the Rashba SOC.
When a perpendicular electric field is applied, Ez can create the spin- and valley-
dependent electronic states simultaneously. The main reason is that the z=0 mirror
symmetry is destroyed by the Coulomb potential differences on the A and B sub-
lattices. The spin-up- and the spin-down-dominated QLLs, as indicated in Fig. 4,
are different from each other, being denoted by nc,v↑ and n
c,v
↓ , respectively. Their
energy spacing between the nc,v↑ and n
c,v
↓ QLLs is sufficiently large in the magnitude
of ∼20-30 meV, and it is larger for the lower-energy QLLs. Specifically, when the
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valleys are interchanged between the K and K′ points, the spin-up states become the
spin-down states, or vice versa. The degenerately valley-dependent states could be
destroyed by Ez, especially for the lower-n
c,v states (e.g., the nc,v ≤ 1 states). The
magneto-electronic energy spectrum of a buckled ZGR is asymmetric about kx = 0 in
the presence of Ez, since the asymmetry of x→ −x is generated by that of z → −z.
As to the K (K′) valley, the nc↓=0 and n
v
↑=0 QLLs (the n
c
↓e=0 and n
v
↑e=0 edge states)
belong to the occupied states, while the opposite is true for the nc↑e=0 and n
v
↓e=0
edge states (the nc↑=0 and n
v
↓=0 QLLs). Energy gap is almost zero, reflecting the
very close energy between the highest occupied nc↓=0 QLL and the lowest unoccupied
nv↓=0 QLL (DOS in Fig. 8).
The quantum-confinement effects result in the regular standing waves in a finite-
width ZGR. The spatial probability distributions are clearly shown in Fig. 5 for
the low-lying band-edge states at the K valley. They behave like the well-defined
standing waves except that the nc=0 state presents the quick decrease from one
edge to another one. The nc=1, 2; 3 states, respectively, possess the 3/4, 5/4; 7/4
wavelengths, regardless of the A or B sublattice; that is, the wavelength is (2nc+1)/4
for the nc ≤ 1 subband. The similar wave functions could also be found in valence
bands. The above-mentioned features are independent of the spin configuration.
In the presence of Bz, the standing waves are changed into the symmetric Landau
wave functions, except for the edge states, as shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). All
the localized wave functions are very sensitive to the spin configurations. The nc↑e=0
state at kx = 2/3 exhibits the extremely large localization distributions in a certain
edge of the A↑m sublattice (Fig. 6(a)), but very small ones in the other sublattices.
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The similar behavior is revealed in the nv↓e=0 state under the interchange of A
↑
m
and A↓m. All QLLs are well-behaved in the spatial distribution. For the n
c,v=0, 1,
2 and 3 QLL states, they, respectively, possess the 0, 1, 2, and 3 zero points in the
dominating B sublattice. However, there are nc,v−1 zero points in the A sublattice as
a result of the hexagonal symmetry. Each QLL state is composed of two distinct spin
configurations; furthermore the spin-up- and spin-down- dominated wave functions
are similar to each other.
A perpendicular electric filed causes most of the QLL distribution probabilities to
transfer between A and B sublattices, as indicated in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b). The nc↑e=0
and nv↓e=0 edge states and the n
c
↓=0 and n
v
↑=0 QLLs do not alter the spatial prob-
ability distribution, while the nc,v ≥1 QLLs exhibit the opposite behavior. For the
conduction QLLs of nc ≥ 1, the state probability of the major components is trans-
ferred from B sublattice to A sublattice (comparison of Fig. 7(a) and 6(a)). Moreover,
the minor spin-down components of A↓m and B
↓
m sublattice in the spin-up-dependent
QLL state almost vanish and vice versa under the interchange of spin configuration.
This clearly indicates that the combination of spin-up and spin-down configurations
is separated by an electric field, i.e., the QLLs exhibit the spin-decomposed config-
urations in a composite electric and magnetic field. In addition, the valence states
present the similar probibility transfer in the reversed direction from A to B sublattice
(Figs. 7(b) and 6(b)).
Germanene and graphene nanoribbons are very different from each other in elec-
tronic properties. As to the former, the SOC can generate the distorted linear sub-
bands nearest to EF . These two subbands are further split into four spin-dependent
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ones by the cooperation of SOC and Bz. All QLLs become the spin-dependent ones in
a composite Bz and Ez; furthermore, the magneto-electronic spectrum is asymmetric
about kx=0, depending on the strength of Ez. The above-mentioned features are
absent in the latter and will induce more special structures in DOS (Figs. 8(a)-8(c)).
The main features of electronic structures are directly reflected in DOS. It has a lot
of special structures due to the complicated relations among quantum confinement,
SOC, magnetic and electric fields. Without the external fields (Fig. 8(a)), the first
factor leads to many prominent asymmetric peaks arising from 1D parabolic bands,
and the second one results in two deformed shoulder structures near EF associated
with distorted linear valence and conduction bands (Fig. 2(b)). DOS is finite in
the range of −50 meV≤ ω ≤50 meV, clearly indicating the metallic behavior. The
magnetic quantization causes the lower-energy asymmetric peaks to change into the
delta-function-like symmetric peaks except for a pair of asymmetric ones nearest to
EF , as shown in Fig. 8(b). The semiconducting property is evidenced by a small gap
arising from the Rashba SOC (Fig. 3(b)). Apparently, the peak structures almost
become double in the presence of electric field (Fig. 8(c)), mainly owing to the spin-
split QLLs (Fig. 4). Energy gap vanishes after a broadening factor of (∼3 meV)
is taken into account, and a very strong peak due to the nc,v=0 QLLs is situated
near EF . Specially, a symmetric peak is, respectively, accompanied with two and
one asymmetric peaks at ω ∼ 0 and ∼ 90 meV (open blue circles), revealing the
valley-dependent energy bands (Fig. 4). The above-mentioned features in DOS can
be verified by the STS measurements.
STS is a powerful method in examining the form, energy, number and intensity
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of special structures in DOS. The differential tunneling conductance (dI/dV) is ap-
proximately proportional to DOS and can directly present the main structures. The
STS measurements have been successfully utilized to investigate the diverse elec-
tronic properties of the carbon-related systems, such as, graphene nanoribbons [36],
carbon nanotubes [37], few-layer graphenes [38,39], and graphites [40]. For example,
the Ez-induced energy gaps in few-layer graphenes [38], the monolayer- and bilayer-
like Bz-dependent LL spectra in graphene systems [39], and the Landau subbands
in graphites [40] are confirmed by STS. The predicted characteristics of DOS in
ZGRs, the asymmetric peaks, the deformed shoulder structures, the delta-function-
like peaks, the spin-split QLL peaks and the neighboring symmetric and asymmetric
peaks, could be further verified with STS. Such measurements are useful in under-
standing the competitive or cooperative relations among the critical four factors, and
the differences between germanene and graphene nanoribbons.
4. Concluding Remarks
Electronic properties of zigzag germanene nanoribbons are studied by using the
tight-binding model. They are enriched by the complex relations among the finite-
width confinement, the SOC, the magnetic quantization, and the electric field. These
mechanisms determine quantum number, energy dispersion, energy gap, state degen-
eracy, wave function, and spin configuration. There are three kinds of spatial charge
distributions, namely the normal standing wave, the well-behaved LL distribution,
and the edge-localized one. Furthermore, the spin states include the spin-decomposed
configuration, and the up- and down-dominated combination ones. The rich elec-
tronic structures are directly reflected in DOS with many special structures. The
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predicted electronic energy spectra could be verified by the STS measurements.
The distinct mechanisms result in the diverse electronic properties. The quantum
confinement causes germanene nanoribbons to exhibit 1D parabolic bands except a
pair of partially flat bands nearest to EF coming from the zigzag boundary. These
two kinds of energy bands, respectively, correspond to the regular standing waves and
the edge-localized distributions. With the SOC, the metallic behavior is evidenced
by the distorted linear bands, and the spin states are changed from the separate
configurations into the spin up- and down-dominated ones. The QLLs and unusual
energy bands are further created by the magnetic quantization. Furthermore, they
become the spin- and valley-dependent electronic states in the presence of electric
field, owing to the destruction of z=0 mirror symmetry. The former exhibit the
spatial distributions with regular zero points, and the spin-dependent weights are
modified by the external fields. Specially, the electric field can induce the probability
transfer between A and B sublattices with the same spin. The dramatic changes of
energy dispersions are clearly indicated by the deformed shoulders and symmetric and
anti-symmetric peaks in DOS, such as, the spin-split QLL peaks and the neighboring
latter two in a composite Bz and Ez.
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Figure captions
Figure 1: Geometric structure of a zigzag germanene ribbon: (a) top view, and (b) side
view
Figure 2: The band structures, (a) without the SOC effect and external fields; (b) without
any fields
Figure 3: The magnet-electronic structures at Bz=15 T, (a) without and (b) with the
Rashiba SOC.
Figure 4: The magneto-electronic structure at a composite field of Bz=15 T and Ez=0.14
V/A˚.
Figure 5: The spatial probability distributions of the conduction-band states at the K
valley of kx=2/3.
Figure 6: Same plot as Fig. 5, but shown at Bz=15 T for (a) conduction and (b) valence
states.
Figure 7: Same plot as Fig. 5, but shown at a composite field of Bz=15 T and Ez=0.14
V/A˚ for (a) conduction and (b) valence states.
Figure 8: Density of states (a) in the absence of field, and for (b) Bz=15 T; (c) Bz=15 T
and Ez=0.14 V/A˚.
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